EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
IF LOST OR UNCERTAIN OF LOCATION
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unexpected night out and some embarrassment.
 STOP and put the brain into gear. Think back to last known location and, in the mind,
retrace the journey. Look for landmarks and avoid trying to make the terrain fit
preconceived ideas of what it should be like rather than what it actually is.
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humour goes a long way –even if the leader does not feel particularly funny.
 PLAN before action. Aim for a line –road, escarpment or creek –rather than a point on the
map. Do not press on without a coherent plan of action.

IF SOMEONE IS INJURED
Render First Aid
 Check with party for special medical skills –nurse, First Aid qualifications etc
Evacuate or await rescue?
 Assess injuries. Walk patient out only if injuries allow and he / she agrees.
 Err on the side of caution.
If outside help is required:
 Try mobile phone (000). If no response –1 or 2 people stay with patient. Most
experienced walkers –minimum of 2 –go for help.
 If situation warrants –initiate Emergency Beacon (EPIRB)





Information required by Rescue Authorities:
Location –coordinates (inc. map name) and distinguishing landmarks
Condition of patient –conscious / unconscious, suspected injuries.
Time of injury or accident –
Landing place for helicopter? –Minimum cleared area 40 x 40 metres

Rescue signals:
 Mirror, reflective material (eg space blanket), whistle for ground parties
 3 of anything eg fires. Smoke also helps to indicate wind direction.
 NB: If helicopter arrives follow instructions and keep clear. Tail rotors kill.
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It may happen that a walker simply does not wish to proceed and believes he/she can
make it out alone or will be able to hitch a ride from their present position. The leader
cannot accept this offer, but must ensure that the walker is delivered into safety before
continuing with the walk. The leader is ultimately responsible for the safety of all the
people who begin the walk.

